Your final statement here:

Word Count:

What is the prompt address statement?
● A 100 word maximum explanation of how the student addressed the Prompt within
their work. At the State Level this will be mounted on a 5”x7” plate. Given that only the
judges will get to read the Justification Papers, this statement serves to let the viewing
public understand the production concept behind the work they are looking at.
● Word count must be less than 100 words.
Your prompt address statement could begin with one of the following:
● In my vision for Life is a Dream, …
● When reading and researching Life is a Dream, I found that…
● __________, _________, __________ were the themes that stood out to me most when
reading Life is a Dream. You will see these themes highlighted in my designs through the
use of….
● When reading Life is a Dream, the opposing themes of __________ and __________
stood out to me most. These are highlighted in my design through….
How to use the word count feature:
● Highlight the text in your final statement box.
● Click Tools -> Word Count
● The number I would like for you to write down is the ____ of total words.
○ Example 105 of 115. I want the 105.

Example Statement:
Good and evil are juxtaposed in The Snow Queen as seen through many characters and
visual elements. I have chosen to highlight these themes through the use of opposing color
schemes within my costume design. The Snow Queen and her minions are dressed in iridescent
shades of pinks, blues, and whites, representing her wintry spirit. Gerda and others are dressed in
brighter spring hues, including yellows, oranges, and greens to represent Gerda’s bright, hopeful
spirit. Minor characters are dressed in coordinating shades of these color palettes, which
represent where their alliance may lie throughout the play.

